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ABSTRACT

A high-resolution oceanic general circulation model (OGCM) of the three tropical oceans is used to investigate
long equatorial wave activity in the Pacific Ocean during the 1985–94 TOGA period. The ARPEGE atmospheric
general circulation model simulated zonal wind stress forcing and the OPA OGCM simulated dynamic height
are interpreted using techniques previously applied to data. Long equatorial waves of the first baroclinic mode
(Kelvin and first-mode Rossby waves) are detected propagating in the model outputs during the entire period.
A seasonal cycle and interannual anomalies are computed for each long equatorial wave. In the east Pacific
basin, long equatorial wave coefficients are dominated by seasonal variations, while west of the date line they
display strong interannual anomalies. Interannual long-wave anomalies are then compared to wave coefficients
simulated by a simple wind-forced model. The results presented here indicate the major role played by wind
forcing on interannual timescales in generating long equatorial waves. Discrepancies between the simple wave
model and the OPA first-mode Rossby coefficients allow one to draw limitations of interpreting sea surface
variability in terms of waves of the first baroclinic mode alone. Finally, the simple wave model cannot fully
explain the Kelvin wave amplitude near the western boundary, nor the first-mode Rossby wave amplitude near
the eastern boundary. However, coherency between the Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave coefficients at both
boundaries lead to the conclusion that reflection occurs in this model and contributes to the wave amplitudes
as they propagate away from the boundaries.

1. Introduction

A major success of the 1985–94 TOGA (Tropical
Ocean Global Atmosphere) program is the continuation
and development of ocean observing systems such as
Volunteer Observing System, Tropical Atmosphere
Ocean (TAO) buoy array, Surface Velocity Program,
etc. During the TOGA decade, Geosat and Topex/Po-
seidon satellite altimeters provided large-scale sea level
measurements during two El Niño and one La Niña
event. Both satellite data and in situ data from the
TOGA–TAO buoy array contributed to a large-scale
coverage and high-accuracy observations of the tropical
Pacific Ocean (McPhaden 1993; Menkes et al. 1995)
and allow us to investigate theoretical mechanisms hy-
pothesized for El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
variability (Delcroix et al. 1994, hereafter D94; Kessler
and McPhaden 1995; Boulanger and Menkes 1995,
hereafter BM).
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Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109.
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Various theories, such as the warm water buildup in
the western Pacific Ocean (Wyrtki 1975), the delayed
action oscillator mechanism (Schopf and Suarez 1988),
or the SST mode in the fast wave limit (Neelin 1991)
have been suggested to play a role in ENSO variability.
In particular, the delayed action oscillator theory in-
volves the linear ocean dynamics associated with the
propagation and reflection of long equatorial waves
(Battisti 1988). Mainly, the Kelvin and three gravest
meridional mode Rossby waves are expected to play a
dominant role in the equatorial ocean dynamics and
ENSO variability (Battisti 1988). Kelvin waves were
first observed in the meridional shape of their sea level
signature (Ripa and Hayes 1981) and in the eastward
propagating zonal velocity and sea level signals (Knox
and Halpern 1982). First meridional mode Rossby
waves were detected in in situ data by Lukas et al.
(1984) and Lukas and Firing (1985). Using Geosat al-
timetric data, Miller et al. (1988) and later Delcroix et
al. (1991) demonstrated clear propagation of these
waves throughout most of the basin. Also using obser-
vations from the Geosat altimeter covering the 1986–
87 El Niño and 1988–89 La Niña events, D94 described
Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave propagation over
most of the tropical Pacific Ocean on ENSO-related
variability and evaluated their contributions to sea level
and geostrophic zonal current anomalies. But only with
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the highly accurate Topex/Poseidon altimeter, have sec-
ond- and third-mode Rossby waves been observed prop-
agating at theoretical speeds (BM). Thus, while linear
ocean dynamics and long equatorial waves were viewed
as a useful conceptual approach for the understanding
of low-frequency tropical oceanic variability, they are
now quantitatively used to interpret sea level and zonal
geostrophic current anomalies and, most of all, sea sur-
face temperature variability (Picaut and Delcroix 1995).

All these studies relied on the hypothesis that the sea
level variability can be explained by a sum of long
equatorial waves of the first baroclinic mode alone.
However, while examination of surface sea level and
dynamic height variability confirmed the dominant role
played by the first baroclinic mode, higher vertical
modes have been shown to contribute to the surface and
subsurface current variability (Lukas and Firing 1985;
Giese and Harrison 1990). The purpose of our study is
to estimate to what extent long equatorial wave coef-
ficients presented as of the first baroclinic mode can
indeed be explained by a single baroclinic mode linear
ocean model. Unfortunately, this question cannot be as-
sessed by comparing wind forcing and sea level vari-
ability over the whole tropical Pacific ocean on long
timescales as we lack a large scale and high space–time
density observing system. Thus, we decided to force a
high-resolution oceanic general circulation model and
a simple wave model by the same wind forcing and to
compare their responses in terms of long equatorial
waves. This approach allows us to identify the role
played by the wind forcing, to identify potential long-
wave reflection, and to assess to what extent long equa-
torial waves of a single baroclinic mode can explain sea
level variability.

The oceanic general circulation model (OGCM) we
used was adapted to the tropical Pacific Ocean and tested
in different experiments. The early runs were developed
and extensively detailed by Dandin (1993). The model
was included in a TOGA-NEG (Numerical Experiment
Group) intercomparison (Stockdale et al. 1993), which
quantified the typical biases of models forced by cli-
matological conditions. The present version of the mod-
el differs slightly from that earlier version (mainly in
spatial coverage and bottom and coastal topography).
However, the physical parameters have similar values.
The velocity fields from the run discussed here were
compared to the seasonal mean drifter fields from the
Surface Velocity Program and presented variances in
both zonal and meridional velocity components similar
to observations (P. Niiler 1995, personal communica-
tion).

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In section
2, we describe the model in detail; in section 3, we
describe the simulated fields, briefly present the method
used for the calculation of long equatorial wave coef-
ficients, estimate the variance of dynamic height and
zonal wind stress explained by Kelvin and first-mode
Rossby waves in the equatorial band, and present the

simple wave model used to calculate the wind-forcing
contribution to long equatorial wave coefficients; in sec-
tion 4, we describe these coefficients, as well as their
seasonal cycle; in section 5, we compare interannual
anomalies simulated by the simple wave model to the
projected long wave coefficients; and finally, in section
6, we summarize the individual propagation character-
istics of long equatorial waves in the simulation of the
TOGA period, and we discuss issues raised by this
study.

2. Model

This study was performed with the OGCM developed
at the Laboratoire D’Océanographie Dynamique et de
Climatologie (LODYC) (OPA Version 7, Delecluse et
al. 1993). It solves the primitive equations (i.e., Navier–
Stokes equations plus some classic additional assump-
tions: Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations, in-
compressibility), assuming the sea surface to be a rigid-
lid boundary. The in situ density is computed following
the formulation given in Millero and Poisson (1981).
These equations are written in tensorial form so that
they are suited to any three-dimensional orthogonal cur-
vilinear mesh on the sphere. The use of vectorial op-
erators ensures a second-order accuracy on the grid
(Marti et al. 1992). The equations are discretized in finite
differences on a staggered C grid (Arakawa 1972), and
the finite difference equations can be found in Delecluse
et al. (1993). The time stepping is achieved with a basic
leapfrog differencing structure associated with an As-
selin (1972) time filter, while a forward scheme is used
for the turbulent horizontal diffusion terms and an im-
plicit scheme for the turbulent vertical diffusion terms.
The time step is set to 1 h. No-slip boundary conditions
and no flux conditions for heat and salt are applied at
the bottom and along the coastlines, while the surface
fluxes of momentum, salinity, and heat are prescribed
through the specification of the wind stress, the fresh-
water budget, the penetrative solar flux, and the net heat
budget at the sea surface.

The subgrid physics are parameterized as follows. 1)
Vertical mixing coefficients are computed from a level
1.5 turbulent closure model in which the turbulent ki-
netic energy (TKE) is computed through a prognostic
equation, while the turbulent length scales are defined
by a diagnostic formulation. This parameterization has
been embedded in the LODYC OGCM by Blanke and
Delecluse (1993) for tropical simulations. The delicate
point of the closure assumption lies in the formulation
of the turbulent length scale, which is defined as the
length scale associated with conversion of the TKE into
potential energy. 2) Lateral mixing is explicited by a
second-order operator, and the value of the horizontal
viscosity and diffusivity are positive constants equal to
103 m2 s21. These magnitudes are taken following the
sensitivity experiments presented by Maes et al. (1997).
This study shows that a large value of these coefficients
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(an order larger) can modify the large-scale response of
the model and a low value (an order smaller) leads to
an enhanced role of the vertical physics. The medium
value is kept here in the equatorial region until 208N
and 208S, and smoothly increases to the lateral bound-
aries.

The model domain covers the three tropical oceans
between 508N and 508S. The mesh has a classic geo-
graphical configuration (latitude–longtitude), and the
third axis is the local vertical. The zonal mesh is de-
termined by analytical functions where the resolution is
increased each time that a coastline crosses the equator.
The zonal resolution is equal to 0.338, increasing to
0.758 in the middle of the basins. The meridian reso-
lution is also irregular with smallest value of 0.338 at
the equator, increasing to 1.58 at the northern and south-
ern boundaries. The vertical mesh is defined through 30
levels until a 5000-m threshold. The minimum resolu-
tion is set to 10 m in the 16 upper levels and increases
after level 24 (deeper than 600 m). The bottom topog-
raphy is derived from the 59 3 59 ETOPO5 dataset
(Marine Geology and Geophysics Division, National
Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, Colorado) averaged
over each model grid box. The model includes a con-
nection between the Indian and the Pacific Oceans.

The experimental forcing conditions (wind stress,
heat fluxes, and fresh budget) are taken from the climate
version of ARPEGE, whose main characteristics are pre-
sented by Déqué et al. (1994). The atmosphere model
has been run during the TOGA period (1985–94) using
the observed SST (Reynolds and Smith 1994) as a lower
boundary condition. The forcing fields used in this study
are extracted daily from the T42 spectral model. The
surface heat flux is then parameterized as

dQ
Q 5 Q 1 (SST 2 SST ),Arpege obdT

where QArpege is given by the atmosphere model, SSTob

is the observed sea surface temperature of Reynolds and
Smith (1994), and SST is the first level temperature of
the ocean model. The negative feedback term dQ/dT is
set to 240 W m22 K21, a typical value over the equa-
torial Pacific Ocean (Oberhuber 1988). The solar flux
is allowed to penetrate below the top model layer; its
attenuation with depth follows the formulation of Paul-
son and Simpson (1977) with a Jerlov (1968) optical
water type I. The solar flux is absorbed into the first 10 m.

The model has closed boundaries along 508N and
508S. In order to avoid a slow drift due to the absence
of a deep thermohaline circulation, temperature and sa-
linity are restored toward the Levitus (1982) data
(monthly mean for temperature, seasonal mean for sa-
linity) below the mixed layer between the 208 and 508
latitudes. The mixed layer depth is estimated from the
vertical mixing coefficient values calculated by TKE.
The restoring coefficient value varies in function of
depth and latitude [it increases poleward from (250

days)21 at 208N and 208S to (30 days)21 at the northern
and southern boundaries]. The model starts in January,
with Levitus salinity and temperature, and was spun up
from rest (by repeating the 1984 year).

3. Zonal wind stress, dynamic height fields, and
the simple wave model

We are interested in studying a simulation of the Pa-
cific Ocean in a way similar to recent works on observed
sea level, dynamic height, or geostrophic zonal current
anomalies (e.g., D94; Kessler and McPhaden 1995;
BM). Therefore, our study focuses on low-frequency
surface dynamic height (relative to 1000 db) and zonal
wind stress anomalies. Both fields have a 5-day time
step and are filtered in time with a 55-day Hanning filter.
The methods of Boulanger and Menkes (1995) were
then used to project the zonal wind stress and dynamic
height anomaly fields, respectively denoted tx(x, y, t)
and h(x, y, t), into the modes of long equatorial waves.
Anomalies are computed relative to the 1985–94 mean.
The reader is strongly suggested to refer to Boulanger
and Menkes (1995) for a description of the decompo-
sition methods. In the following, we briefly recall the
basic assumptions of the method for projecting dynamic
height. First, using simulated dynamic height anomalies,
a time-lag correlation analysis was performed at the
equator and at 48N. A mean baroclinic phase speed of
2.5 m s21 was estimated (the result will be detailed later).
We used this value to estimate a Rossby radius (332
km) and then calculate long equatorial wave structures.
In terms of surface dynamic height, it is assumed that

N

hh(x, y, t) 5 r (x, t)R (y),O n n
0

where rn are the coefficients to be calculated by the
method and (y) are long-wave sea level structureshRn

(Fig. 1: n 5 0 refers to Kelvin wave; n greater than 0
refers to the corresponding long Rossby wave). The sum
is assumed to be finite [N 5 20; see Boulanger and
Menkes (1995) for a discussion on the value of N]. Only
r0 and r1 are analyzed in the following. Zonal wind stress
anomalies were similarly decomposed onto long equa-
torial wave structures following BM’s method (see their
appendix A4).

For each coefficient (Kelvin and first-mode Rossby),
a time-lag correlation analysis (Delcroix et al. 1991)
was used to calculate a mean phase speed and to estimate
an error for this value. Results were for both wave co-
efficients 2.20 6 0.5 m s21 and 20.80 6 0.5 m s21,
respectively. They were thus consistent with our first
estimate of 2.50 m s21. Then, a zonal wind stress field
and a dynamic height field were reconstructed consid-
ering only Kelvin and first-mode Rossby signals. These
reconstructed fields were compared to the original fields.
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FIG. 1. Meridional structures of (a) zonal current and (b) sea level
for Kelvin (solid line) and first Rossby (dotted line) modes calculated
for a 2.5 m s21 phase speed. Each wave contribution at a given latitude
can be obtained by multiplying the meridional structure by the cor-
responding coefficient, yielding centimeters per second for zonal cur-
rent, 0.001 Pa for zonal wind stress and centimeters for sea level (or
dynamic height) anomaly.

a. Zonal wind stress

Figure 2a displays the standard deviation of the AR-
PEGE zonal wind stress. Regions of strong variability
are located along the equator in the eastern Pacific from
1508 to 1108W where the annual wind variability is
known to be strong, in the western Pacific where the
high-frequency wind variability is important, and main-
ly in the western Pacific poleward of 58N and 58S (not
shown here) with a large amplitude near the date line
associated with the interannual zonal wind stress vari-
ability. A zonal wind stress field was reconstructed using
only the Kelvin and first-mode Rossby forcing coeffi-
cients. The correlation coefficients between the AR-
PEGE zonal wind stress field and the reconstructed field
(Fig. 2b), as well as the variance of the ARPEGE zonal
wind stress explained by the sum of the Kelvin and first-
mode Rossby forcing terms (Fig. 2c), are very high
along the equator, but both decrease rapidly poleward
of 28N–28S. Thus, the zonal wind stress field recon-
structed from the Kelvin and first-mode Rossby coef-
ficients does not reproduce the entire pattern of strong
variability located between 1508 and 1108W, nor the off-
equatorial maximum located in the western Pacific.

b. Dynamic height

The standard deviation of surface dynamic height
anomalies is displayed in Fig. 3a. Major features are a
strong variability west of the Galapagos Islands (oceanic
response to the seasonal variability of zonal wind stress;
see Fig. 2a), a high variability in the central Pacific and
in the Northern Hemisphere (not entirely shown here),
a similar amplitude in the off-equatorial western Pacific,

but a weak variability in the extreme western Pacific
region. A dynamic height field was reconstructed from
the Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave coefficients. The
correlation coefficients between the simulated dynamic
height anomalies and the reconstructed field (Fig. 3b),
as well as the variance of dynamic height anomalies
explained by the Kelvin and first-mode Rossby waves
(Fig. 3c), are, respectively, higher than 0.9 and 90%
throughout the Pacific Ocean in the 38N–38S band.
Hence, all the equatorial variability observed in Fig. 3a
(near the date line and in the east Pacific, both in con-
junction with local maxima observed in the wind pat-
tern) is fairly well explained.

4. Long equatorial wave seasonal cycle

It is worth recalling that zonal wind stress and dy-
namic height fields have a 5-day time step and are fil-
tered with a 55-day Hanning filter. Thus, it is as well
for long equatorial wave and forcing coefficients. Both
wave and forcing coefficients are anomalies relative to
the mean calculated over the 1985–94 period. A sea-
sonal cycle is computed for each coefficient averaging
years 1985 to 1994. Interannual anomalies are relative
to this seasonal cycle. A first look at the Kelvin and
first-mode Rossby wave coefficients (Figs. 4a and 4b)
shows that the basin is mostly split into two regions. In
the western part of the basin (west of the date line)
interannual anomalies are more important, while in the
eastern part the seasonal cycle is the strongest signal.
To confirm this feature, we computed standard devia-
tions of the wave coefficients, of their seasonal cycle,
and of their interannual anomalies. Results are displayed
in Figs. 5a and 5b. The Kelvin wave amplitude has a
strong seasonal component east of 1108W. This feature
is consistent with the large variability of zonal wind
stress observed in Fig. 2a between 1508 and 1108W.
Indeed, equatorial zonal wind stress variations generate
Kelvin waves that are propagating eastward of the
anomalous wind patch, as well as first-mode Rossby
waves propagating westward. A strong first-mode Ross-
by seasonal signal is indeed seen in Fig. 5b from 1408W
to the date line. Interestingly, another important seasonal
variability of the first-mode Rossby coefficient is de-
tected near the eastern boundary (Fig. 5b). This pattern
could be related to the reflection of Kelvin waves. This
will be examined later.

In this section, we will focus on the seasonal cycle
of the oceanic (Figs. 6b and 6d) and forcing (Figures
6a and 6c) Kelvin and first-mode Rossby coefficients.
Interannual anomalies will be presented in the next sec-
tion. Major events seen in Fig. 6 are detailed in the
following. Westerly anomalies located near the date line
in November–December forced a downwelling Kelvin
wave (Fig. 6b) propagating into the eastern Pacific in
January–February and a weak upwelling first-mode
Rossby wave (Fig. 6d). As a consequence of the weak-
ening of the trade winds in spring, a strong downwelling
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FIG. 2. (a) Standard deviation map of ARPEGE zonal wind stress over the 1985–94 period (units
are pascals, contours are every 0.004 Pa); (b) map of correlation between ARPEGE zonal wind
stress and zonal wind stress field reconstructed from only Kelvin and first-mode Rossby forcing
coefficients (contour intervals are every 0.1 from 0 to 0.9, and every 0.04 from 0.90 to 0.98); (c)
same as (b) but map of variance explained by the reconstructed field (contour intervals are every
10% from 10% to 90%, and every 4% from 90% to 98%).

Kelvin signal is present in the eastern Pacific and a
strong upwelling first-mode Rossby wave is propagating
westward. Both contribute to the seasonal warming of
the eastern Pacific ocean as follows: they induce east-
ward current anomalies and contribute to the advection
of warmer waters from the west, while the Kelvin wave
deepens the thermocline in the east (therefore decreasing
the cooling effect of upwelling on SST). It is worth
noting that the annual upwelling first Rossby wave (Fig.
6d) is not coming from the eastern boundary but is wind
forced from 1108W (Fig. 6a). Moreover, this wave is
apparently propagating to the western boundary (Fig.
6d), but actually it is affected by the wind forcing lo-
cated in the western Pacific in September. Indeed, the
curve of the wave propagation is seen to flatten simul-
taneously with the presence of local forcing favorable
to a first-mode Rossby downwelling signal. Then, dur-
ing summer and fall, the trades reinforce inducing east-
erly anomalies that force upwelling Kelvin and down-
welling first Rossby waves. The former will deepen the
thermocline (i.e., switch dynamic height anomalies to
positive values), and both waves will induce westward

zonal currents. Therefore, they will contribute to the
cooling of SST in the eastern Pacific. Although seasonal
positive first-mode Rossby wind forcing in fall is located
between 1608 and 908W (Fig. 6c), as the seasonal neg-
ative forcing is in spring, the downwelling first-mode
Rossby wave is observed propagating from the eastern
boundary in late spring (Fig. 6d). At this time, a strong
downwelling Kelvin wave is reaching the boundary
(Fig. 6b). Therefore, the downwelling first-mode Rossby
wave seems to be generated by a reflection of the down-
welling Kelvin wave and subsequently forced along its
path by local winds. Reflection of Kelvin waves at the
eastern boundary may thus play a role in the first-mode
Rossby wave amplitude in spring (downwelling signal)
and later in fall (upwelling signal) at least eastward of
1108W.

In the western part of the basin, the Kelvin seasonal
cycle is rather weak (Fig. 6b). This might reflect that
the wind variability in the western Pacific is dominated
by high-frequency pulses (a few days to a few months).
Therefore, the Kelvin wave variability is primarily high
frequency and does not display strong recurrent features
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but considering anomalous dynamic height field relative to 1000 db
(anomalies are computed relative to the 1985–94 mean). Units of dynamic height standard deviation
are centimeters. Contour intervals of the maps of correlation and of explained variance are as
described in Fig. 2.

from one year to another, as the first-mode Rossby wave
does in the eastern Pacific at the annual period. There-
fore, by averaging several years to calculate a seasonal
cycle, high-frequency signals will tend to cancel and
the seasonal cycle would display a weak amplitude in
the western Pacific.

5. Interannual variability and wind-forced
contribution

To assess the role of the wind forcing in terms of
baroclinic wave generation during the 1985–94 simu-
lated period, we used a simple wind-forced baroclinic
wave model. For each wave, forcing coefficients are
integrated along wave characteristics from 1308E to
808W for the Kelvin mode and from 808W to 1308E for
the first Rossby mode. For each wave, the model in-
tegrates the following equation:

F (x, t)n(] 1 c ] 1 r )a (x, t) 5 ,t n x n n r D0

where phase speeds of wave propagation (cn) are as-
sumed to be 2.5 and 20.83 m s21, rn is a damping time

taken to be (3 months)21 for Kelvin and first Rossby
modes, Fn are the forcing coefficients, r0 is the water
density, D is an amplitude factor equivalent to the depth
of a one-layer ocean model, and an are the coefficients
to be calculated. No reflection at the boundaries is taken
into account; thus, only wind forcing contribution is
shown. The choice of the damping timescale was made
by comparing the simple wave model and the OPA mod-
el. It is consistent with estimates made by Picaut et al.
(1993) and Kessler and McPhaden (1995) comparing
simple models and data. The amplitude factor D was
estimated by comparing standard deviations of projected
coefficients and integrated coefficients. Its value is taken
to be 100 m. In the following, only comparisons between
interannual anomalies of calculated wave coefficients
from the simulated dynamic height anomalies (called
OPA coefficients) and of integrated wave coefficients
from the simple wind-forced model (called SIMO co-
efficients, SIMO for simple model) will be discussed.
It is worth recalling that zonal wind stress and dynamic
height fields have a 5-day time step and are filtered with
a 55-day Hanning filter. Thus, it is the same for OPA
and SIMO long equatorial wave coefficients.
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FIG. 4. Longitude time plots of (a) Kelvin and (b) first-mode Rossby wave coefficients. Co-
efficients are nondimensionalized. Contour intervals are every 10 units for the wave coefficients.
An oceanic coefficient of 10 units would yield to a dynamic height anomaly of 3.2 cm of the
Kelvin wave at the equator and of 2.8 cm of the first-mode Rossby wave at 48N.

It is worth noting that interannual anomalies do not
mean signals with periods longer than the annual period,
but anomalies relative to a seasonal cycle. Therefore,
interannual anomalies contain also high-frequency sig-
nals related to interannual variability (such as ENSO
events). Before describing variability of the OPA and
SIMO coefficients, we performed a comparison between
OPA and SIMO Kelvin and first-mode Rossby coeffi-
cients. Results are displayed in Fig. 7. The correlation
coefficient between OPA and SIMO Kelvin wave co-
efficients (Fig. 7a) is higher than 0.8 roughly from the
date line to 1108W. Lower correlations are indeed ob-
served near the western boundary where the SIMO co-
efficient (Fig. 7b) is much weaker than the OPA coef-

ficient. In this region, reflection of long Rossby waves
at the western boundary may indeed contribute to the
Kelvin signal propagating westward. Poor correlation
values are also found near and east of the Galapagos
Islands. These islands appear to have a strong influence
on the simulated oceanic signal in this region. Whether
their influence is realistic or not will need to be ex-
amined. The correlation between OPA and SIMO first-
mode Rossby wave coefficients (Fig. 7c) displays a
strong maximum west of the date line (i.e., west of the
region of interannual wind stress variability) and a local
maximum near 1108W in the region of annual wind
variability. However, the comparison is very poor near
1608W and near the eastern boundary. Two factors can
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FIG. 5. (a) Standard deviation as a function of longitude from 1308E to 808W of the Kelvin
wave coefficient calculated from the simulated surface dynamic height relative to 1000 db:
total signal (solid line), seasonal cycle (dotted line), and interannual anomalies (dashed line).
Values are adimensionalized; (b) same as (a) but for the first-mode Rossby wave coefficient.

FIG. 6. Longitude time plots of the seasonal cycle of the (a) Kelvin forcing, (b) Kelvin wave,
(c) first-mode Rossby forcing, and (d) first-mode Rossby wave coefficients. The seasonal cycle is
repeated three times. Coefficients are nondimensionalized. Contour intervals are every 5 units for
the forcing coefficients and 10 units for the wave coefficients. A forcing coefficient of 5 units
would yield to an equatorial zonal wind stress amplitude of roughly 0.007 Pa of the Kelvin part
and 20.009 Pa of the first-mode Rossby part. An oceanic coefficient of 10 units would yield to a
dynamic height anomaly of 3.2 cm of the Kelvin wave at the equator and of 2.8 cm of the first-
mode Rossby wave at 48N.

be responsible for the low correlation values near the
eastern boundary: the presence of the Galapagos Islands
(as mentioned above), and the existence of reflection of
Kelvin waves into first-mode Rossby waves. The wind
forcing (Fig. 7d, dashed line) has a weak amplitude east

of 1508W. It seems that reflection of Kelvin waves may
indeed contribute to the first-mode Rossby wave am-
plitude, at least to 1508W. While the wind-forcing con-
tribution is too weak east of 1508W, it appears to be too
strong westward (Fig. 7d). In particular, the rms differ-
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FIG. 7. (a) Correlation between OPA and SIMO Kelvin wave coefficients; (b) standard
deviation of OPA (solid line) and SIMO (dashed line) Kelvin coefficients and rms difference
(dotted line), noted RMSD, between both coefficients; (c) correlation between OPA and SIMO
first-mode Rossby coefficients; and (d) standard deviation of OPA (solid line) and SIMO (dashed
line) first-mode Rossby coefficients and rms difference (dotted line) noted RMSD between
both coefficients.

ence between OPA and SIMO coefficients is higher from
the date line to 1608W. We believe that the overesti-
mation of the first-mode Rossby wave amplitude by our
simple model is related to the vertical energy propa-
gation described by Lukas and Firing (1985) and Kessler
and McCreary (1993). Although their studies focused
on the annual first-mode Rossby wave, we believe this
mechanism to be at work in the model during the entire
simulated period. While a detailed study of this mech-
anism in our OGCM will be needed, we can already
provide some explanations. Kessler and McCreary
(1993) simulated the first-mode Rossby wave as a sum
of many of its vertical modes. As the higher vertical
modes have slower vertical propagation, they are more
likely to lose their energy. Considering the surface dy-
namic height anomalies to be actually a sum of many
vertical modes, when projecting them onto the structure
of the first baroclinic mode, leakage of energy from the
high baroclinic modes is inevitable. Therefore, the first-
mode Rossby wave amplitude simulated as the response
of the first baroclinic mode only will not reproduce this
loss of energy, and its signal will overestimate the first-
mode Rossby wave amplitude calculated from OPA dy-
namic height anomalies with BM’s method. In our sim-
ple wave model, the use of a strong damping coefficient
(with a 3-month timescale) is then a crude way to sim-
ulate the loss of energy by vertical propagation as the
Rossby wave propagates westward. We indeed observe

the explained variance to increase when this damping
timescale is increased to a value ranging between 1 and
3 months. We find here a strong limitation of describing
even the sea surface variability with a single baroclinic
mode model.

During the TOGA period, the ENSO events observed
in the Pacific ocean are the El Niño events of 1986–87,
1991–92, and 1992–93 and the La Niña event of 1988–
89. A warming period was also observed in late 1994.
These interannual episodes are present in the OPA sim-
ulation, and the strongest equatorial waves forced during
the ENSO events are fairly well simulated by our simple
wave model. Indeed, comparison between Figs. 8a and
8b clearly shows that most of the Kelvin-type variability
simulated in central and east Pacific is fairly well ex-
plained in terms of wind forcing. Both amplitude and
phase are well reproduced by the simple wind-forced
model. However, major differences are observed in the
western Pacific where reflection may potentially play
an important role. For the Rossby wave component
(Figs. 9a and 9b), major differences are observed in the
eastern Pacific, where signals reflected from incoming
Kelvin waves may have a large contribution as well as
near the western boundary, where the SIMO coefficient
has too strong an amplitude.

First, preceding both the 1986–87 and 1991–92 El
Niño events, the Kelvin wave signal in the western Pa-
cific lacks strong downwelling amplitude (Fig. 8b).
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FIG. 8. Interannual anomalies of (a) OPA and (b) SIMO Kelvin wave coefficients. Coefficients
are nondimensionalized. Contour intervals are every 10 units for the wave coefficients. An oceanic
coefficient of 10 units would yield a dynamic height anomaly of 3.2 cm of the Kelvin wave at
the equator.

From early 1985 to November 1986, the downwelling
Kelvin signal is located from 1308E to the date line (Fig.
8a). This coherent signal over almost 2 years seems to
be attributed to first-mode Rossby wave reflection at the
western boundary. Indeed, strong downwelling first-
mode Rossby waves are forced near the date line over
this period (Figs. 9a and 9b). During the same period,
upwelling Kelvin waves are generated to the east (Fig.
8b). This signal is not clearly seen in Fig. 8a, as down-
welling Kelvin waves coming from western boundary
reflection are superimposed to the negative amplitudes
and nearly cancel them. A similar scenario is at work
from the end of 1988 to the end of 1990. Strong down-

welling first-mode Rossby waves are wind-forced near
the date line and seem to reflect into downwelling Kel-
vin waves. Still considering Kelvin signals, other dif-
ferences between Figs. 8a and 8b are seen at the end of
1987 and during the 1991–93 period. In July 1987, a
strong westerly anomaly located near the date line gen-
erated a downwelling Kelvin wave and an upwelling
first Rossby wave. The latter reached the western bound-
ary at the end of 1987 simultaneously with the gener-
ation of an upwelling Kelvin signal in this region. Dur-
ing the 1991–93 period, upwelling first-mode Rossby
waves are wind forced near the date line and seem to
be responsible for the upwelling Kelvin signals ob-
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for OPA and SIMO first-mode Rossby wave coefficients. Coefficients
are nondimensionalized. Contour intervals are every 10 units for the wave coefficients. An oceanic
coefficient of 10 units would yield a dynamic height anomaly of 2.8 cm of the first-mode Rossby
wave at 48N.

served in Fig. 8a and not present in Fig. 8b. These
differences between OPA and SIMO Kelvin coefficients
indicate that western boundary reflection exists and
plays a role in the low-frequency variability of our oce-
anic general circulation model simulation.

In Figs. 9a and 9b, it can be seen that the downwelling
Rossby signal observed in the western Pacific roughly
from 1985 to fall 1986 prior to the 1986–87 El Niño
event and from mid-1988 to late 1990 prior to the 1991–
93 El Niño event is indeed wind forced. Major differ-
ences are observed during the 1986–89 period. In the
beginning of 1987 and during the second half of that
year, strong downwelling first-mode Rossby signals are

observed coming from the eastern boundary. They are
in phase with a potential reflection of strong down-
welling Kelvin waves forced in late 1986 and in July
1987. Later during the 1988–89 La Niña event, the
strong upwelling Rossby wave signal is not observed
in Fig. 9b but is coherent with the arrival of strong
upwelling Kelvin waves at the eastern boundary. Other
differences between Figs. 9a and 9b seem to be attrib-
utable to Kelvin wave reflection at the eastern boundary.
Eventually, the downwelling signal in 1988–89 in the
western Pacific is much stronger in SIMO than in OPA
coefficients. This difference may be due to the lack of
upwelling Rossby waves coming from the Kelvin wave
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reflection and subsequent propagation to the western
Pacific. It is also surely related to the overestimation of
the first-mode Rossby wave by the simple model as
stated above.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Long equatorial waves have been shown to play an
important role in variations of sea level (or dynamic
height), zonal geostrophic current, and, possibly, sea
surface temperature in the tropical Pacific Ocean. In this
paper, we have examined an OGCM simulation of the
tropical Pacific Ocean during the 1985–94 TOGA period
with similar techniques as applied to observations. We
first presented Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave vari-
ability during the TOGA period, described the contri-
bution of wind forcing to the wave signal, and gave
some indications of potential reflections at both eastern
and western boundaries. Moreover, differences between
our simulation and the simple wave model allowed us
to draw some limitations of interpreting sea surface vari-
ability with a single baroclinic mode model.

The simulation was performed with the OGCM de-
veloped at the LODYC (Delecluse et al. 1993) and
adapted to the Pacific Ocean by Maes et al. (1997). Our
present version covers the three tropical oceans between
508N and 508S. The forcing fields are taken from a
simulation of the TOGA period by the climate version
of ARPEGE. We focus on zonal wind stress and dy-
namic height (relative to 1000 db) fields filtered with a
55-day Hanning filter.

Both zonal wind stress and dynamic height fields are
decomposed in terms of long equatorial waves using the
methods described by Boulanger and Menkes (1995).
Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave propagations are
observed at phase speeds typical of a first baroclinic
vertical mode. Zonal wind stress and dynamic height
fields are reconstructed considering only Kelvin and
first-mode Rossby contributions and are then compared
to the original fields. While only zonal wind stress vari-
ability in a narrow band around the equator (28N–28S)
is well reproduced by the reconstructed field, dynamic
height variance in a 58N–58S band is fairly well ex-
plained by the two equatorial waves. However, it is
worth noting that strong off-equator signals cannot be
represented. Besides, examination of the seasonal signal
and interannual anomalies leads to the conclusion that
Kelvin and first-mode Rossby wave seasonal signals are
stronger east of the date line while interannual anom-
alies are more important west of the date line.

To describe interannual anomalies and potentially im-
portant reflections at both eastern and western bound-
aries, wave forcing coefficients are integrated along Kel-
vin and first-mode Rossby wave characteristics assum-
ing a phase speed of 2.5 m s21. No reflection at both
boundaries is taken into account in this simple wind-
forced model (called SIMO). First, we found that the
OPA Kelvin wave coefficient could be fairly well ex-

plained by the Kelvin wave simulated by the simple
model. However, in terms of first-mode Rossby wave,
the comparison is poor in the central Pacific between
the two regions of strong zonal wind stress variability.
It appears that the simple wave model is overestimating
the wave amplitude along its propagation. This feature
seems related to the vertical energy propagation de-
scribed by Lukas and Firing (1985) and Kessler and
McCreary (1993). This is thus a drawback in the inter-
pretation of sea level–dynamic height variability in
terms of long equatorial waves of a single baroclinic
mode. Whether this feature is the result of our model
physics, of the simulated ocean conditions due to the
atmospheric forcing, or can be found in the real ocean
will have to be investigated. Finally, the described dis-
crepancies between OPA and SIMO wave coefficients
over the TOGA period clearly show that SIMO wave
coefficients cannot explain the Kelvin wave amplitude
near the western boundary and the first-mode Rossby
wave amplitude near the eastern boundary. Hence, in
this model, Kelvin wave reflection at the eastern bound-
ary and first-mode Rossby wave reflection at the western
boundary play a role in the simulated central Pacific
interannual variability. The reflection efficiency of both
eastern and western boundaries in the model will have
to be estimated and compared to observations.
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